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A quick intro to Asian Dramas from an Author perspective

Asian Dramas, particularly K-dramas, are written as a finite

set of episodes. K-dramas are usually 16 to 20 episodes.

The season has a definitive end, resolving all plot lines

with HEAs that stick. This differs from US dramas and the

try/fail cycles of couples getting together and breaking up.

Story Telling

K-Dramas are packed with meme-worthy moments. Some

funny, some cute, some are both and all of them are hold-

your-breath omg fantastic ... like the Crash-Into-You

moment when MCs accidentally touch or literally crash into

each other early in the story line.

Precious Moments

Every episode ends with a hook into the next episode - a

cliff hanger or emotional tug - an introduction of a Conflict

leading fans to dive into the next episode to find out how

the conflict is resolved.

Story Hooks

The plots, characters, and settings have a fresh feel - just enough

commonality to give readers an anchor while they're introduced to

elements that are new and different from what they've previously

experienced.

WHY ASIAN DRAMAS?

Recognizing the most addictive elements in these stories can lead to

similarly impactful romance story lines and series.

ADDICTIVE ELEMENTS

Familiar Elements Done

Different

Asian dramas build tension

differently - expertly drawing out

tension so the experience is

more emotionally resonant each

time the main romance

experiences a new development.

Every touch of the hands,

accidental shoulder bump, and

entry into personal space is a

Big Deal - exploring physical and

emotional reactions from the

characters - leading to more

emotional impact in the First

Kiss than a sex scene in Western

shows.

K-Drama Inspirations
to Maximize Your Story

At a glance

Asian dramas have become

incredibly popular, K-dramas in

particular. They hook viewers and

create a voracious fan base. 
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K-Dramas, C-Dramas, Thai Dramas, and more...

Piper's Asian Drama
Recommendations

Hotel del Luna (2019) - K-drama

Genre: Paranormal Romance, Fantasy

Strong-willed, complicated, bad-ass innkeeper of a mysterious hotel for ghosts as they transition to the afterlife

meets a detail-oriented, pure, not-so-good-with-horror hotel manager. Every episode features a ghost story with a

twist, where nothing is as it seems. Super cute foodie scenes. Epic romantic moments.

Crash Landing on You (2019) - K-drama

Genre: Contemporary Romance, Enemies to Lovers

South Korean heiress ends up on the wrong side of the Demilitarized Zone separating South and North Korea and

is rescued by a North Korean Special Police Force captain. Quirky, heart-warming found family moments and

supporting cast. 

True Beauty (2020) - K-drama

Genre: YA to NA Contemporary Romance, based on a web-toon, coming of age

Transferring to a new high school gives our heroine a chance to start fresh with a new look and learn to make

friends, build confidence. She also builds relationships with love interests in a classic love triangle (with a third

rival making an appearance!). Quirky and cute with lots of crash-into-you moments. Excellent world-building

crossover with Extraordinary You.

Extraordinary You (2019) - K-drama

Genre: YA to NA Contemporary Romance with fantasy elements, coming of age

Heroine discovers her normal life is actually fiction and she's literally a character in a comic book. Unhappy with

her destiny to die as an emotional hit to the main character, our heroine decides to change her fate! Not only does

she start to change the plot of the story, but she also chooses her love interest for herself and rewrites his role in

the story too. Excellent world-building crossover with True Beauty.

Love Destiny or บุพเพสนันวิาส (2019) - Thai drama

Genre: Historical Fantasy Romance

Present day history student is caught in a car accident and wakes up in the body of a woman living in Ayutthaya in

the late 1600s. She not only learns to live in this time period, but wins the friendships and love of the new people

in her life, including the man who once vowed he'd never fall in love with her. Gorgeous insight into the history of

Thailand including way of life, food, and international political relations.

SOTUS (2018) - Thai drama

Genre: NA Contemporary Romance, MM or BL, Enemies to Lovers, Sunshine and Grumpy

Following the college department tradition of hazing the freshman, Grumpy hero takes the lead in attempting to

team build and discipline the freshman following the S.O.T.U.S. system. Sunshine freshman stands up to Grumpy

hero and pushes back. Sparks fly. Romance is inevitable.

Note: all recommendations are made based on discussed elements.
Some dramas may contain problematic content or potential triggers.

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%E0%B8%9A%E0%B8%B8%E0%B8%9E%E0%B9%80%E0%B8%9E%E0%B8%AA%E0%B8%B1%E0%B8%99%E0%B8%99%E0%B8%B4%E0%B8%A7%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%AA
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K-Dramas, C-Dramas, Thai Dramas, and more...

Piper's Asian Drama
Recommendations

Falling Into Your Smile (2021) - C-drama

Genre: Contemporary Romance, Sunshine and Grumpy, eSports

Skilled gamer heroine joins a new team as the first female professional eSports player in the national league. The

captain of the team is strict and demanding, working to ensure no one in the league can deny the proof of her

gaming skills. Super cute Crash-Into-You moments. Found family. Awesome lady best-friend.

Goblin aka Guardian: The Great and Lonely God (2016) - K-drama

Genre: Fantasy Romance, Fated Mates

Cursed Guardian/Goblin is forced to live forever until the person destined to be his bride removes the sword from

his chest and frees him. Found family. Hilarious bromance.

My ID is Gangnam Beauty (2018) - K-drama

Genre: NA Contemporary Romance, coming of age, Sunshine and Grumpy

Heroine enters college, determined to start fresh with a new look and learn to make friends, build confidence. She

learns her previous conceptions of beauty are problematic and comes to recognize true friendship and love. Hero

is stoic, priveleged, and learns to better communicate as he falls in love with the heroine.

 Love O2O (2016) - C-drama

Genre: NA Contemporary Romance, MMORPG

Heroine is a university student with aspirations to become an online game developer. She plays a massively

multiplayer online role-playing game and meets our hero in-game first, developing a close relationship before

meeting him in person. This has one of the hottest foreplay scene of the hero DRESSING the heroine and I am still

not okay.

Boy for Rent or ผูช้ายใหเ้ชา่ (2019) - Thai drama

Genre: Contemporary Romance, Opposites Attract

Two women decide to hire companions for individual reasons. Smile wants to learn how to have a mature

relationship. Liz is trying to forget her cheating boyfriend. Each of them is matched with the perfect man for their

needs, coincidentally the causes to the other woman's problems and shenanigans ensue.

Until We Meet Again or ด้ายแดง (2020) - Thai drama

Genre: NA Contemporary Romance, MM or BL, Fated Mates, Stern emotionless seme/sweet loving uke

Modern-day college students meet and fall in love, but are haunted by a nostalgic misery - experiencing

dreams/memories when together. These lead them to realize that they’re the reincarnated souls of two past lovers

who committed double suicide because their fathers forbade a gay relationship. In order to move forward in this

life, they need to learn what happened, why, and decide whether to forgive in order to heal and move forward.

Note: all recommendations are made based on discussed elements.
Some dramas may contain problematic content or potential triggers.


